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The sensitivity to light seems to correlate with the specialized
skeletal structure of the dorsal arm plates (DAPs). These ossicles
protect the upper part of each joint in brittlestar arms (Fig. 1c).
Skeletal elements of echinoderms are each composed of a single
crystal of oriented calcite shaped into a unique, three-dimensional
mesh (stereom)4,5,9,10. The diameter of the typical stereom in the
DAPs of Ophiocoma is about 10±15 mm (Fig. 1d). In O. wendtii as
well as in other photosensitive species6, the outer surface of the DAP
stereom bears a characteristic array of enlarged spherical structures
40±50 mm in diameter (Fig. 1d, f). In cross-section they have a
remarkably regular double-lens shape (Fig. 1g). The optical axis of
the constituent calcite is oriented parallel to the lens axis and
perpendicular to the plate surface9. The mean geometry of the lenses
was inferred from the measurements of lens diameter (L) and
thickness (t) in 20 random lenses sectioned through the centre (Fig. 1g):
t  0:89L  2:2

1

2

with a correlation coef®cient (r ) of 0.91. Similar lenses were also
a

e
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Photosensitivity in most echinoderms has been attributed to
`diffuse' dermal receptors1±3. Here we report that certain single
calcite crystals used by brittlestars for skeletal construction4,5 are
also a component of specialized photosensory organs, conceivably
with the function of a compound eye. The analysis of arm ossicles
in Ophiocoma6 showed that in light-sensitive species, the periphery of the labyrinthic calcitic skeleton extends into a regular array
of spherical microstructures that have a characteristic double-lens
design. These structures are absent in light-indifferent species.
Photolithographic experiments in which a photoresist ®lm was
illuminated through the lens array showed selective exposure of
the photoresist under the lens centres. These results provide
experimental evidence that the microlenses are optical elements
that guide and focus the light inside the tissue. The estimated focal
distance (4±7 mm below the lenses) coincides with the location
of nerve bundlesÐthe presumed primary photoreceptors. The
lens array is designed to minimize spherical aberration and
birefringence and to detect light from a particular direction.
The optical performance is further optimized by phototropic
chromatophores that regulate the dose of illumination reaching
the receptors. These structures represent an example of a multifunctional biomaterial that ful®lls both mechanical and optical
functions.
Echinoderms in general, and especially the brittlestars (Ophiuroidea), exhibit a wide range of responses to light intensity, from a
largely light-indifferent behaviour to pronounced colour change
and rapid escape behaviour7. Figure 1 compares the appearance and
the skeletal structure of two species of Ophiocoma, which represent
the two extreme photosensitivity types. Ophiocoma pumila (Fig. 1a)
shows no colour change and little reaction to illumination.
Ophiocoma wendtii is a highly photosensitive species, and it changes
colour markedly7, from homogeneous dark brown during the day
(Fig. 1b, left) to banded grey and black at night (Fig. 1b, right).
Another conspicuous behavioural response to light is negative
phototaxis: O. wendtii is able to detect shadows and quickly escape
from predators into dark crevices7, which they are able to identify
from several centimetres away8. The latter reaction is particularly
unexpected in these animals as the behaviour is usually associated
with the presence of discrete photosensory organs. No specialized
eyes have, however, been documented in brittlestars and their
reactions to light have been linked to diffuse dermal receptors1±3.
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Figure 1 Appearance and skeletal structure of ophiocomid brittlestars. a, Light-indifferent
species Ophiocoma pumila shows no colour change from day (left) to night (right). b, Lightsensitive species O. wendtii changes colour markedly from day (left) to night (right).
c, Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a dorsal arm plate (DAP) of O. wendtii cleansed
of organic tissue. d, SEM of the cross-section of a fractured DAP from O. wendtii showing
the typical calcitic stereom (S) and the enlarged lens structures (L) that constitute the
peripheral layer. e, SEM of the peripheral layer of a DAP of O. pumila showing that it lacks
the enlarged lens structures. f, SEM of the peripheral layer of a DAP from O. wendtii with
the enlarged lens structures. g, High-magni®cation SEM of the cross-section of an
individual lens in O. wendtii. Red lines represent the calculated pro®le of a lens
compensated for spherical aberration. The operational part of the calcitic lens (L0) closely
matches the pro®le of the compensated lens (bold red lines). The light paths are shown in
blue.
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found on the dorsal region of lateral arm plates. Ventral arm plates
and most of the surface of lateral arm plates do not develop enlarged
spherical structures, and the orientation of the optical axis of the
constituent calcite is not perpendicular to the surface of the plate.
The absence of such structures on the DAPs in various relatively
light-insensitive species, such as O. pumila (Fig. 1a, e), raises the
possibility of the direct involvement of calcitic microlenses in
photoreception. Calcitic microlenses were used by the trilobites11±13.
The presence of transparent regions of compact stereom has been
reported also for sea stars14 and sea urchins15.We proposed that these
calcitic microstructures might have a function in directing and
focusing the light on photosensitive tissues.
To detect and visualize the lensing effect, we designed a lithographic experiment (see Fig. 2a). A DAP of O. wendtii was cleansed
of organic tissue, and a low-magni®cation scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of its dorsal surface was recorded as a reference image.
The inner stereom of the DAP was polished until a 43-mm-thick lens
layer, free of the underlying stereom, was produced. This size was
chosen to correspond to the thickness of the largest measured lens.
The lens layer was placed onto a 5-mm-thick polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) ®lm and embedded in PDMS. PDMS served two functions:
a support and a transparent organic medium with a high refractive
index. A ®lm of positive photoresist was spun on a silicon wafer. In
preliminary experiments, we studied the depth of the processed
photoresist as a function of exposure and set the illumination dose,

I0, just below the sensitivity level of photoresist (Fig. 2b, left). We
performed two exposures of photoresist using the lens array
embedded in PDMS as a mask16,17. In the ®rst experiment, the
sample was brought directly into a conformal contact with the
photoresist. In the second experiment, an additional 12-mm-thick
PDMS ®lm was used between the sample and photoresist. For our
®xed exposure conditions (I0) patterns in the photoresist are
recorded only for the regions where I . I0 Ðthat is, for the areas
exposed with focused lightÐthe size of the spots in the photoresist being equal to the cross-section of the focused beam (Fig. 2b,
right).
A comparative analysis of the photoresist surfaces and the
reference image of the lens layer made it possible to delineate the
region in the lens array (Fig. 2c) and the corresponding patterns in
the photoresist obtained at the distances h1 (48 mm) and h2 (60 mm)
from the upper surface of the lens array, respectively (Fig. 2d, e).
Superimposed images of Fig. 2c±e, with the individual lenses
outlined, clearly show the selective exposure of photoresist under
the lens areas (Fig. 3a). This result unequivocally con®rms the
focusing ability of the dorsal peripheral layer of the DAP.
Figure 3b presents the rationale for the quantitative analysis of the
lensing effect, by describing the focusing action of the lenses located
along the dotted line in Fig. 3a. For the family of lenses that produce
patterns in both photoresist layers (for example lenses 2 and 4 in
Fig. 3b), we can determine distances (x) from the focal point of each
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Figure 2 Lithographic experiment showing the focusing ability of the lens layer.
a, Schematic representation of the experimental procedure (see text for details). b, Depth
of the processed photoresist layer, Dp, as a function of exposure, I (left). The light intensity
for the lithographic imaging of the focusing effect was maintained at the I0 value, such that
only areas exposed with focused light would appear in photoresist (right). c, SEM of the
analysed area in a lens array of O. wendtii. d, e, SEMs of photoresist exposed at the
distance h1 (48 mm) (d) and h2 (60 mm) (e) from the top surface of the corresponding lens
array shown in c.
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Figure 3 Analysis of the focusing effect of the lens layer. a, Superposition of the
micrographs shown in Fig. 2c±e. Photoresist is selectively exposed under the lens areas
outlined by dashed lines. b, Schematic representation of the focusing action of lenses
located along the dotted line in a. Lenses with a focal plane above h1 produce narrow
features in the ®rst lithographic experiment and no features in the second (lens 1). Lenses
with a focal point below h2 produce narrow features in the second experiment and no
features in the ®rst (lens 5). When the focal plane of a lens is located signi®cantly above h1,
no pattern in either photoresist layer is formed (lens 3). Patterns in both photoresist layers
are recorded under lenses with a focal point between h1 and h2 (lenses 2 and 4).
c, Distances from the focal points of lenses to the ®rst imaging plane (x) as a function of
the lens diameters (L). d, Sizes of the spots in photoresist (a) as a function of x.
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lens to the ®rst imaging plane:
x  a1 h2 2 h1 = a1  a2 

2

where a1 and a2 are the measured diameters of the spots recorded at
the distances h1 and h2 from the top surface of the lens array,
respectively. Figure 3c shows that the distances x depend linearly
on the lens diameters L:
x  1:14L 2 44:8

3

2

where r is 0.93.
Equations (1) and (3) allowed us to calculate the experimental
position of the focal plane for the lenses operating in PDMS:
d  h1  x 2 t < 0:25L < 6:5±12:5 mm

4

Using basic considerations of the geometric optics for a thick lens18
that has the characteristic shape of the microlenses, we determined
the relationship between d and the effective focal length f:
f < d 1 2 1 2 n1 =nc t=Ru 21 < 1:5d

5

where Ru is the curvature radius of the upper surface of the lens, and
n1 (1.46) and nc (1.66) are the refractive indices of PDMS and calcite
along the c-axis, respectively. The position of the focal point in the
actual biological environment, (db), can be determined using the
thick-lens formula18 for two media with different refractive indices:
db < d nc =n1 2 1= nc =n2 2 1 < 0:14L < 4±7 mm

6

11

where n2 (1.34) is the refractive index of body ¯uids .
Figure 3d presents the sizes of the spots in the photoresist (a) as
a function of x for the entire lens array. Using a linear approximation of the data, a x  1:26x  2:9 (r 2  0:90), one can
estimate the size of the spot at the focal plane, a0  a x  0
< 2:9 mm, and the operational diameter of a typical lens,
L0  a x  f  < 20 mm. The intensity of the incoming light is thus
enhanced at the focal point by a factor of E  L0 =a0 2 < 50.
For a thick lens formed by two spherical surfaces, a0 is related to
L0 and f by the equation18 a0 < L20 =f . For such a lens, the experimental values of a0 and f would then correspond to the maximum
operational diameter L0 < 5±6 mm and the light enhancement
factor E < 3±4. The experimentally determined values of L0 and E
(see above equations) are signi®cantly higher, clearly indicating that
there must exist a marked compensation for spherical
aberration11,12,18. To verify this conclusion, we calculated the optimal
pro®le for the compensated calcitic lens in a biological medium (red
line in Fig. 1g) and found it to be in a good agreement with the
actual shape of the operational part of a lens. The proportionality of
t and d to L (equations (1), (4) and (6)) suggests that all lenses are
rescaled replicas of each other, implying that the entire array is
compensated for aberration.
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Figure 4 Transmission electron micrograph of the decalci®ed section of the DAP of
O. wendtii. Sample preparation is described in ref. 6. L, lens area; N, nerve bundle; P,
pigment.
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If the calcitic microlenses are involved in photoreception as light
guides and concentrators, one should expect the presence of
receptors positioned at their focal points. Indeed, a transmission
electron microscopy study6 of thin sections of decalci®ed DAPs
revealed bundles of nerve ®bre located at the predicted distance db
beneath the lens layer (Fig. 4). The diameters of the neural bundles
(b < 2±4 mm) correspond well to the estimated size of the focused
spot a0. Furthermore, what is seen as a diurnal colour change
of O. wendtii (Fig. 1b) is, in fact, a ®ltering and diaphragm action
of chromatophores. These chromatophores regulate the intensity
of light reaching the lenses by extending their pigment-®lled
processes to cover the lens during the day and retracting them
to a lateral position between the lenses during the night6 (Fig. 4).
Although the characteristics of echinoderm dermal photoreceptors
and their precise locations are poorly understood and
controversial3,6,19,20, the likelihood of sub-lens photoreceptors in
O. wendtii also corresponds with neurophysiological21,22 and
biochemical20 data.
On the basis of our results, we suggest that the array of calcitic
microlenses with their unique focusing effect and underlying neural
receptors may form a specialized photoreceptor system with a
conceivable compound-eye capability. For a compound eye to
operate, each unit (lens plus photoreceptor) must respond only to
light coming from a single direction23. The angular selectivity
is determined by three principal parameters: ®rst, the angular
resolution of the lens, f  a0 =f . Our experiments yield a f-value
of ,108. The second parameter is the ratio of the detector diameter
to the focal length, m. Although we do not know the effective size of
the receptors in O. wendtii, we can estimate the maximum value of
m that is limited by the diameter of the sub-lensar nerve bundles:
mmax  b=f < f. The last parameter that determines the angular
selectivity is the alignment of the detector with respect to the
optical axis. From our observation that the lenses are compensated
for aberration, it follows that when light deviates from the
optimal direction by w, the spot size increases linearly with
jwj : a w 2 a0 < jwjL0 . This implies that the focal intensity
decays as jwj  w*22 , that is, it is sharply peaked in the vicinity
of the optimal incident angle, with the characteristic width of the
peak (w* < a0 =L0 ) being of the order of the angular resolution f.
This effect suggests a plausible mechanism for targeting speci®c
receptors aligned with the lens axis, on the basis of signi®cantly
stronger receptor response to the incoming focused light.
The selected nerve bundle will then ef®ciently detect signals that
come only from one direction with the angular selectivity of ,108,
making the calcitic microlenses suitable for a compound-eye unit. It
is doubtful, however, that one DAP could function as a single eyeÐ
even though it has a slightly curved shape, the individual lenses are
all oriented along the crystallographic c-axis, minimizing the effect
of birefringence. This suggests that the entire array is a highly
redundant optical element free of aberration that detects the light
from a particular direction. As a brittlestar has a large number of
DAPs and additional arrays of lenses on the lateral surfaces, all of
which are oriented differently and are capable of changing position
as the arm moves, it could potentially extract a considerable amount
of visual information about its environment. Although we have only
limited evidence that the lens apparatus operates at a distance8,
which would conform to the de®nition of an eye, our results suggest
that the presence of such structures may be suf®cient to elicit the
rapid, coordinated behaviours, such as detection of predators and
retreat toward crevices, that imply the occurrence of vision. These
are the very abilities that are central to the survival of individuals of
O. wendtii in their natural habitat7.
The demonstrated use of calcite by brittlestars, both as an optical
element and as a mechanical support, illustrates the remarkable
ability of organisms, through the process of evolution, to optimize
one material for several functions, and provides new ideas for the
M
fabrication of `smart' materials24,25.
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Prostate cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer in American men1,2. Screening for prostate-speci®c antigen (PSA) has led
to earlier detection of prostate cancer3, but elevated serum PSA
levels may be present in non-malignant conditions such as benign
prostatic hyperlasia (BPH). Characterization of gene-expression
pro®les that molecularly distinguish prostatic neoplasms may
identify genes involved in prostate carcinogenesis, elucidate
clinical biomarkers, and lead to an improved classi®cation of
prostate cancer4±6. Using microarrays of complementary DNA, we
822

examined gene-expression pro®les of more than 50 normal and
neoplastic prostate specimens and three common prostate-cancer
cell lines. Signature expression pro®les of normal adjacent prostate (NAP), BPH, localized prostate cancer, and metastatic, hormone-refractory prostate cancer were determined. Here we
establish many associations between genes and prostate cancer.
We assessed two of these genesÐhepsin, a transmembrane serine
protease, and pim-1, a serine/threonine kinaseÐat the protein
level using tissue microarrays consisting of over 700 clinically
strati®ed prostate-cancer specimens. Expression of hepsin and
pim-1 proteins was signi®cantly correlated with measures of
clinical outcome. Thus, the integration of cDNA microarray,
high-density tissue microarray, and linked clinical and pathology
data is a powerful approach to molecular pro®ling of human
cancer.
We developed a 9,984-element (10K) human cDNA microarray
to analyse gene expression pro®les in benign and malignant prostate
tissue. As with previous cancer pro®ling studies7±10, molecular
classi®cation of prostate cancer was one of the goals of this analysis.
We used two distinct reference samples for comparative microarray
analysis: NAP tissue from patients with prostate cancer, and
prostate tissue from men without documented prostate pathology.
By making direct comparisons against normal tissue counterparts,
we took advantage of a `subtractive' effect, which emphasized genes
that consistently distinguished normal and neoplastic tissues.
Prostate tissues used in microarray analysis included 4 BPH
samples, 8 NAP samples, 1 commercial pool of normal prostate
tissue (from 19 individuals), 1 prostatitis sample, and 11 localized
and 7 metastatic prostate-cancer samples. Three cell lines from
metastatic prostate cancer (DU-145, LnCAP and PC3) were also
pro®led for gene expression. Twenty-eight additional prostate tissue
specimens were pro®led and the data included in the Supplementary Information (samples of 9 BPH, 1 NAP, 13 metastatic and 5
localized prostate cancers). Fluorescently labelled (Cy5) cDNA was
prepared from total RNA from each experimental sample. A second
distinguishable ¯uorescent dye (Cy3) was used to label the two
reference samples used in this study: a pool of NAP from four
independent patients with prostate cancer and a commercial pool of
normal prostate tissues. A direct comparison between the NAP and
commercial pools was also made and notable differences in gene
expression were readily apparent (Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Information).
In all, more than 80 cDNA microarrays were used to assess gene
expression in four clinical states of prostate-derived tissues and two
distinct reference pools of normal specimens. Figure 1 provides an
overview of the variation in gene expression across the different
tissue specimens analysed (the full data set and 28 further samples
can be seen in the Supplementary Information). A hierarchical
clustering algorithm was used to group genes and experimental
samples on the basis of similarities of gene expression over all that
were tested. Relationships between the experimental samples are
summarized as dendrograms (Fig. 1a), in which the pattern and
length of the branches re¯ect the relatedness of the samples. Benign
conditions of the prostate, such as BPH and NAP, cluster separately
from malignant prostate-cancer cell lines or tissues, regardless of the
reference pool used. Within the prostate-cancer cluster, metastatic
and clinically localized prostate cancer formed distinct subgroups.
Eisen matrix formats11 of the variation in gene expression show
clusters of coordinately expressed genes, highlighting relationships
between specimens (black bars in Fig. 1b, c). For example, clusters
B3 and C1 represent genes downregulated in both localized and
metastatic prostate cancer (Fig. 1b, c). By contrast, clusters B6 and
B4 highlight genes that are speci®cally up- or downregulated in
metastatic prostate cancer, respectively (Fig. 1b). IGFBP-5, DAN1,
FAT tumour suppressor and RAB5A are examples of genes that are
downregulated speci®cally in metastatic prostate cancer and also
have a proposed role in oncogenesis (magni®ed regions, Fig. 1b).
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